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ERICSSON/CREATIVE MERGER INQUIRY 

Summary of hearing with British Sky Broadcasting Group plc held on 
Thursday 14 November 2013 

Background 

1. British Sky Broadcasting Group plc (Sky) had playout services for its own channels 
and channels in which it held shares. 

2. It used two sites for playout operations: Chilworth near Southampton and Osterley 
near London. 

Growth 

3. Sky played out a number of third party channels, but these were all channels in which 
Sky held or formerly held a stake, apart from Fox’s channels, where Sky had a 
relationship with the parent company. [].  

Playout in Sky  

4. Playout requirements had become more advanced over the last five years. This was 
due to more variants, more live content and complex graphics. 

5. Sky operated playout internally as it allowed greater control. It had always played out 
its own channels and had developed expertise. It would not consider outsourcing 
unless a playout provider had new technology that was considerably cheaper and 
Sky could not replicate it in-house.  

6. For simpler channels Sky estimated that it would take between [] and [] months 
to set up a playout chain, and cost Sky around £[] million to add playout 
infrastructure for an additional [] channels. This would cover storage, data servers, 
automation, monitoring, graphics and other equipment costs. Staffing costs would be 
£[] a year per channel based on [] staff.  

7. Live content channels were more challenging to broadcast than a simple linear 
channel with pre-recorded programmes and a fixed schedule. Live broadcasts were 
unpredictable as programme timings could change.  

8. Some programmes had late delivery such as sports highlights or programmes from 
the USA, where exact timings were not known when the schedule was created. 
Tennis and cricket coverage were examples of programmes that were difficult to air 
as the timings of commercial breaks had to match with breaks in the game.  

9. There were complexities with playout and regional variants within a broadcast. If a 
schedule was not accurate or there were changes to a schedule, a regional variant 
could miss out on timings. An example of this was the rejoin point after a commercial 
break.  

10. Some channels had five or six variants, such as Sky Sports 1 and Sky News, which 
required more than one person to manage—for example, SD, HD, Pub SD & HD, 
ROI and OTT variants. This did not cause complexity during normal programming, 
since it was handled automatically by scheduling software, but added to complexity 
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when the schedule had to be updated manually or at short notice (eg when live 
events cause unpredictability in the schedule). These variants could be significantly 
complex for the most unpredictable content (eg live cricket and tennis). 

The playout provider market  

11. Sky did not think the merger would affect how it used playout. It thought RBM would 
benefit from Ericsson’s manufacturing capabilities which might make it a stronger 
competitor. 

12. Technological advances spread between manufacturers quickly, such as the use of 
encoding devices. 

13. Reputation was important when establishing a playout business as customers would 
look for people with a proven track record.  

14. Playout hardware was not difficult to procure as there were a number of suppliers. 
Sky’s playout hardware was not customized as it was cheaper to buy ready-to-use. It 
used some ready-to-use software and some that was bespoke and unique to Sky.  

Staffing  

15. The playout industry was well established with a mobile workforce and it was rela-
tively easy to find experienced staff.  

16. Sky ran live content programmes in a separate single-channel area which was 
operated by staff with at least [] years’ experience for high-profile programming 
[]. These staff had the necessary knowledge [] and were trained in making quick 
decisions []. 

17. []  

18. It operated playout from []. Staffing levels and recruitment of experienced staff was 
[]. Moving towards tapeless delivery had increased Sky’s flexibility [].  

19. Upper-level operational staff had []. Each supervisor was responsible for around 
[] staff. []. These managers reported to a senior operations manager. Of the 
[], Sky recruited [] of those externally from other broadcasters and did not have 
any problem recruiting this number. There were experienced people who did move 
around. 
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